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Abstract
In this paper 1 algorithms are given to derive string representations for GOOD graphs.
Instance graphs are represented by strictly formatted strings, and schema graph representations form grammars that generate those kind of strings. Finally, a meta grammar is
given, generating these kind of grammars. Thus, the meta grammar forms a grammar implementation model for GOOD. This model may also function as a basis for the definition
of constraints in GOOD, implemented as attributes added to the grammar.
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Introduction

In recent years, data structuring is tending towards object or data modeling, rather than relation or structure modeling. Since long, graphs are used to represent and model data structures.
The Graph-Oriented Object Data model GOOD [1, 2J deals with both data and structure
modeling, providing facilities to query, browse, update, and restructure model graphs.
Seen as an object-oriented data model, GOOD supplies a graph transformation language that
is rather powerful, and that provides enough operations to define querying, browsing, updating, and restructuring of data models in terms of graphs [2]. Because of its graph orientation,
GOOD is suited for both study and development of graphic-oriented database end-user interfaces [1].
One topic of theoretical research is the addition of more semantics to data (structure) models,
the first step of which will be done in this paper: we will develop an implementation model
for GOOD in terms of grammars [3]. \-Vith this model, we can define attributes on grammars,
representing constraints on data. models.
The implementation model gives algorithms to represent two-dimensional data and structure graphs-two-dimensional because of the distinction between nodes (data) and links
(structure )-in one-dimensional strings-one-dimensional because a string consists of words.
Figure 1 gives a. schematic view of the topics discussed in this paper. The left hand side
shows the relation between the GOOD model itself, GOOD schemas, and GOOD instances.
The model defines an infinite set of schemas, each of which on its own defines a possibly
infinite set of instances. We will give a graph-based definition of the GOOD model in section
2 by giving definitions for GOOD schemas and GOOD instances. These definitions are given
ill tenns of gra.phs. In section 3, we will give a transformation R, mapping instances I to
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Figure 1: Schematical outline of this paper.

string representations R(f). Analogously, we will give a transformation 9 in section 4, mapping GOOD schemas 5 to grammars 9(5). The language £(G) of a grammar G is defined as
the set of all strings generated by that grammar. We will see that instance representations
generated by R(f) are elements of the language of G(5), for l's defined by 5 in the GOOD
model. Furthermore, we will model the GOOD model by a meta grammar 111, the language
of which contains aU schema grammars. This will be done in section 5. The final section gives
some topics for further research.

2

The GOOD model

The object data model GOOD distinguishes between object base schemas and object base
instances. An object base schema defines a set of object base instances.
The use of graphs in modeling data can be restricted at two levels: the model level and the
schema level. The GOOD model restricts the use of graphs by demanding that a GOOD
graph is directed; that there are two kinds of nodes, printable and non-printable; and that
there are two kinds of edges, functional and non-functional. Furthermore, nodes and edges
have labels, and printable nodes have an additional print label.

2.1

Object base schemas

The division of node labels and edge labels in the model is projected on GOOD schemas:
each schema defines sets of node labels and edge labels. Thus, a schema further restricts the
use of GOOD graphs by demanding that labels for nodes and edges should be picked from
those sets, and by giving rules for combining edges and nodes.
Definition 2.1 (object base schema) A GOOD object base schema or structure graph is
a quintuple 5 = (NPOL, POL, FEL, NFEL, P), with NPOL a finite set of non-printable
2

object labels; POL a finite set of printable object labels; FEL a finite set of functional edge
labels; and NFEL a finite set of non-functional edge labels. P is a set of productions (L,J)
with L E NPOL and f : FEL u NFEL -> NPOL U POL a partial mapping from edge labels
to object labels. Furthermore, there is a print mapping 11' defined on POL, such that for each
printable node labeln E POL, 11'(n) gives a set of printable constants. A lexicographic ordering
:5 is defined on edge labels FEL U NFEL.
We will represent object base schemas by graphs with two kinds of labeled edges. Figure 2 is
an example schema graph. The set of all labeled boxes in a schema graph represent NPOL of
a schema, the set of labeled circles represent POL, all labeled single-headed arrows represent
FEL, and double-headed arrows represent NFEL. The production function P is represented
by the placement of the arrows. In schema graphs, a node label will be used for one node
only. The graph of figure 2 represents a schema S = (NPOL, POL, FEL, NFEL, P) with:

m:mber

children

Figure 2: Family schema.

NPOL = {P,SP};
POL = {N};
FEL = {children, name};
NFEL = {member};
P = {(P, {( children, SP), (name, N)}), (SP, {(member, p)})}.
Associated with this schema is the print mapping 11' with:
11'(N.l

= {"Brianl1 , I1Cindyl1

~

IIGlendall , IIHester" " "Jim lt IIPeter"} .

The interpreta.tion of this schema is: A set of persons (Sp) consists of several members of
type person (P). A person has a name which is one of I'Brian", IICindyll, etc., and a person
has children forming a set of persons.
The schema tells us that printable nodes in an instance graph have label N, non-printable
nodes have label P or SP, functional edges have label name or children, and non-functional
edges have label member. It furthermore t.ells us that edges with label name only can start at
nodes with label P and end at nodes with label N; edges with label children start at nodes
with label P and end in nodes with label SP; and edges with label member start at nodes with
label SP and end at nodes with label P. The print mapping 11' tells us that nodes with label
N have an additiona.l print label which is one of {IIBrian", "Cindyll, "Glenda fl , "Hester ll ,
'1 Jimll, IIPeter ll }.
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This schema specifies that there are three types of objects that can be represented in instances: objects of type SP, objects of type P, and objects of type N. Because N is a printable
object label, objects of type N are printable objects, that is, they have a printable value.
Furthermore, objects of type P can have two attributes, one called name, the other called
children. These attributes are functional. Objects of type SP can have a (non-functional or
set) attribute called member.

2.2

Object base instances

Associated with an object base schema S is a set of object base instances D(S). An instance
graph I -also called object base instance- is a GOOD graph that complies to a GOOD schema:
Definition 2.2 (object base instance) Let S = (NPOL, POL, FEL, NFEL, P) be an
object base schema with associated print mapping 7r. An object base instance or instance
graph over S is a labeled dir'ected graph I = (N, E), with:

N is a set of labeled nodes; for each n E N, .\(n) is its label which is in NPOL U POL. n
is called a printable node if .\(n) E POL; other'wise, n is called a non-printable node.
(.\(n) E NPOL).
Each printable node 11 of N is a triple < id(n), .\(n), print(n) >, with id(n) a unique
identifier, and print(n) E 7r(.\(n)). print(n) is called the print label of n. Each nonprintable node n is a pair < id(n), .\(n) >, with id(n) a unique identifier.

s:

is defined on nodes: for each pair of nodes m, n EN, if m
A total ordering
n or n ~ m.
either m

s:

l'

n then

E is a set of labeled edges; the label .\( e) of an edge e E E is an element of FEL U NFEL.
If .\( e) E FEL, e is called a functional edge; if .\( e) E NFEL, then e is called a nonfunctional edge. Each edge e is a triple < m,Q,n >, with m and n in N; m a nonprintable node; and Q = .\( e). e is called an outgoing edge for node m, and an incoming
edge for node n. 111. is called the start node of e, n is called e '8 end node.
For each edge

< m, Q, n > in E, there is a production (.\( 111.), J) in P such that i( Q) = .\( n).

Functional edges are unique with respect to a node. That is, for each pair e1, e2 of functional
edges with el =< Tn, 0'1, nI >, ez :=< n~, 0'2, n2 >; If 01 == CY2J then nl == n2·
The set of instances D( S) belonging to an object base schema S is the set of all instances
satisfying definition 2.2.
We will represent object base instances by graphs like we do for schemas. However, in an
instance graph, labeled boxes represent non-printable objects, labeled circles denote printable
objects, always having an additional print label (its value). Several nodes with the same label
denote different objects, labeled arrows leaving a node represent the object's attributes.
In principle infinitely many instances are associated with the schema of figure 2. One example
is the instance graph in figure 3. In this graph, there are five nodes with label P. Each one of

4

Figure 3: Family instance.
them represents a person. For some persons the name is represented, for some persons their
children are represented as sets of persons. From this instance, we can deduce that "Brian"l
and "Glenda" both have (the same set of) two children, one of them called" Jim". The other
one's na.me is not represented in this Inodel. "Jim" also ha.s a child with nalne "Cindy".
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schema

instance
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Figure 4: Relation between the GOOD model, schemas and instances.

In figure 4 we see an example of the relations between the GOOD model, GOOD schemas, and
GOOD instances: the GOOD model defines how schemas look like, a GOOD schema defines a
class of GOOD instances. Note that an instance graph can be all instance of several schemas.
1 More formally spoken: an object with object label P, and with functional attribute labeled name with print
label 'Brian'.
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An implementation model for GOOD instances

Apart from defining classes of schema graphs and instance graphs, GOOD supplies mechanisms to query, browse, restructure and update GOOD graphs. Each of these actions can be
expressed in terms of graph actions defined in the GOOD transformation language. In the
scope of this paper we will not go into details; more information can be found in [2J and [1 J.
One step in the process of interface development for GOOD is the development of a computer's internal representation of GOOD graphs in the form of strings. In this section we will
define an implementation model for GOOD instances in terms of strings. We will first show
how instance graphs can be represented in strings by giving a function which maps GOOD
graphs to strings. Because in general one single graph can be represented by several strings,
we will define equivalence classes of strings. By defining normal forms on strings, we can
represent an equivalence class by one single (normal) string.
Next, we will define the class of GOOD instances belonging to a certain schema by deriving a grammar out of the schema which generates normal strings of all equivalence classes
representing instances of the schema. This will be done in the next section.

3.1

Normal form

We will represent an instance graph by a list consisting of representations of the nodes of the
graph. Each node is then represented by its identifier and a list of edges leaving the node.
Each edge representation represents the edge's label and a reference to the edge's end node 2
In this way, each item of the graph is represented exactly once.
In the sequel, we will use lists to represent information. If no confusion a.rises, we will denote
a. list [e,[e2['" [en [ Jl " .JJJ by [e1' e2, . '" enJ. Note that, as a. consequence of this, a list [e[ JJ
with exactly one element is denoted by [eJ.
VVe choose to represent each insta.nce by a string in normal form, which we will define here.
VV'e will make use of an ordering on edges, defined in terms of lexicographic ordering of edge
la.bels in the definition of a normal form for edge lists:

Definition 3.1 (edge ordering) The relation::; between edges e and f with the same start
node is defined by: e ::; f ¢} A( e) :S AU), where :S is lexicographic order'ing.
Note that, as a consequence of definition 2.2, e ::; f /I f ::; e (that is, A(e) = AU)) for the
same start node implies that e and f are non-functional edges.
We will represent a list of edges leaving the same node in normal form:

Definition 3.2 (edge normal form) An edge list [eo, ... ,ekJ of edges with the same start
node m is in weak edge normal form if and only if for each pair' of edges ei and ej with i :S j
it holds thatei:S ej. It is in strong edge normal form if for each pair ei, ej with i < j for
which A(e;) = A(ej) holds, the end nodes ni of ei and nj of ej are in relation ni ::; nj.
2In fact, this is a reference to the end node's representCition.
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Thus, in an edge list in normal form, the edges are ordered according to their labels and their
end nodes. According to definition 2.2, the edges leaving the same start node and having the
same edge label, cannot have the same end node.
In the sequel, we speak of edge normal form, meaning strong edge normal form.
Nodes will also be represented in normal form, that is, as an ordered node list.
Definition 3.3 (node normal form) A list of nodes [no, ... , nkJ is in node normal form if
and only if for each pair 11;, nj with i ::; j, it holds that 11, ::; nj.
Thus, a node list in normal form is an ordered node list. If no confusion can arise, we will
simply speak of 110rmal form both for node lists and edge lists, meaning node normal form
and (strong) edge normal form respectively.

3.2

Instance representation

According to definition 2.2, an insta.nce graph consists of two sets: the set N of nodes, and
the set E of edges. An instance string will consist of a list of node representa.tions. In order to
create a list representation of an instance, we have to enlist it. This is done by the mapping F.
In appendix A, the definition of F is given. It makes use of the edge enlist function Fe and the
select function S. The straightforward enlist function Fe' creates an edge list in normal form,
in which each item has the form < I, n >, and in which several items may occur with the same
label I. We will use a contract function C which shrinks an enlisted set of edges by representing
all edges with the same label by one list item consisting of the label and a list in normal form of
end nodes. In case there is only one item with a certain label, the only end node is given, that
is; C has no effect. A list of edges [<member, nO»

<member, n3>, <member, n4>

J

<name,

n2> ] is contracted by C into the list [<member, [nO, n3, n4] >, <name, n2>]. The edge
enlist function Fe now is composed of C and Fe'.
The function S selects the edges with same start node n out of a set of edges. Selecting the
edges leaving node nl from the set:
{<id(nO),
<id(nl).
<id(nl),
<id(n4),
<id(nl).
<id(nl).

name, n2>,
member, n3>,
member. nO>,
name, n6>,
name, n2>,
member, n4>

}

results in the set:
{<id(nl),
<id(nl),
<id(nl),
<id(nl),

member, n3>,
member, nO>,
name, n2>,
member. nO>

}
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Thus, an instance I = (N, E) is enlisted by £(I) = [rna, ... , rn n ] which is called a node list.
Each item of that list is a node description consisting of a node identifier and a list of the
node's edges.
Definition 3.4 (node identifier) The node identifier i(n) of a node n is its label A(n),
associated with its identifier name id(n). A(n) is called the identifier type.
We will associate an identifier type with an identifier name by connecting them by means of
an nnderscore "_". Suppose we ha.ve a node n with identifier type A( n) = Empl, and identifier
name n, then its node identifier i(n) is EmpLn. The function Rn performs the representation
of one node with its edges.
The function R/ transforms an edge enlisting into a list of edge representations.
An edge is represented by its label and the node identifier of its end node, or-in case it is
a non-functional edge-a list of end node identifiers. Re performs the transformation of an
edge or group of edges with the same label into an edge representation.
Consider the instance graph in figure 3 again. The instance representation for this graph
is:
[

<SP_a: [<member [P_b, P_c, P_d, P_e, P_f]>]>,
<P_b: [<children SP_h>, <name N_g>]>,
<P_c: [<children SP_h> , <name N_i>]>,
<P_d: [<children SP_j>]>,
<P_e: [<children SP_I> , <name N_k>]>,
<P_f: [<name N_m>]>,
<N_g: Brian>,
<SP_h: [<member [P_c, P_d]>]>,
<N_i: Glenda>,
<SP _j: [] >,
<N_k: Jim>,
<SP_I: [<member [P_f]>]>,
<N_m: Cindy>
]

It is a list of node representations. Each node representation consists of a node identifier and
a.n edge list. An edge list consists of edge representations. Non-functional edge representations
contain node identifier lists. The node representation <SP _h: [<member [p _c, P _d] >] > consists of the node identifier SP _h a.nd an edge list [<member [P _c, P _d] >]. This edge list has
one element, <member [p _c, P _d] > which contains the node identifier list [P _c, P _d] .

We will denote the instance representation function R' 0 £ by R. Note that we now have
a method to define equivalence of two instance graphs I and I': they are equivalent if their
representations R(I) and R( I') are.
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An implementation model for GOOD schemas

Now that we have a uniform way to represent instance graphs, we would like to construct
the class of instances belonging to a schema. We already have a definition of instances on
a schema. (definition 2.2), but it can be used only to verify whether a graph is an instance
belonging to a certain schema. We do not have a constructive definition of instances. However,
we can give such a definition for strings representing instance graphs, by defining the class
of instance representations belonging to a certain schema by means of a grammar. In this
section, we will give an algorithm to derive a grammar from a given schema. The grammar
generates aU strings that are representatives of instances of the schema.

4.1

Grammars

We will first introduce the concept of grammars.
Definition 4.1 (symbols, member, alternative)
A non-terminal symbol ;s any sequence of characters, a terminal symbol is any sequence of
characters between quotes.
A member is a terminal symbol or a non-terminal symbol.
An alternative is a list of members.
The alternative ["BEGIN", body, "END"] has three members, one of which is a non-terminal
symbol, the others are terminal symbols.
Definition 4.2 (grammar rule) A grammar rule consists of a left hand side ~hs) and a
right hand side (i·hs). The left hand side is a non-terminal symbol,- the right hand side is a
list of alternatives.
We will denote a grammar rule by its left hand side followed by a colon and its right hand
side; the alternatives of the right hand side are separated from each other by semicolons, and
the right hand side is followed by a period. Thns,
greeting: "BEGIN", body, I1END";

single clause.

is another notation for the grammar rule
<greetings, [["BEGIN", body, "END"], [single clause]] >.
Definition 4.3 (grammar) A grammar is a quadruple G = (N, T, E, R), with R a list of
grammar rules. For each non-terminal symboln exactly one rule with left hand side n is in
R. The first rule is called the start rule, its left hand side is the start symbol E. N is the set
of non-terminal symbols,- T the set of terminal symbols.

9

N, T, and ~ can be derived from R: N is the set of left hand sides occurring in R, T is the
set of non-terminal symbols occurring as members in the right hand sides of R, and ~ is the
left hand side of the first rule of R. Therefore, we will represent a grammar by its rule list.
Consider the following set R of grammar rules, defining the grammar g:
greeting: "BEGIN", body, IlENDI1;
single clause.

body: single clause,
single clause,

, , single clause;
, , body.

11,11
11.11

single clause: 11hello ll ;
IIgoodbye l' .

From this set, we can derive N by selecting all left hand sides, so N = {greeting, body,
single clause}. The set of terminal symbols consists of all quoted strings, so T = {"BEGIN",
!lEND II , .. ; II, "hello ll , "goodbye"}. The sta.rt sYlnbol is the left hand side of the first grammar
rule: ~ = greeting.
The language defined by a grammar is the set of strings that are generated by that grammar. The set of strings defined by one grammar rule with left hand side I and right hand
side ,. is the set defined by the alternatives of that rule. The language defined by the rule
single clause of the grammar above, is {"hello", IIgoodbye"}.
The set of strings defined by a list of alternatives is the set defined by the first alternative
unified with the set defined by the other alternatives. The language defined by the right hand
side of the rule for greeting is the union of the language defined by "BEGIN", body, "ENDI!,

and the one defined by single clause.
The set of strings defined by one alternative-a list of members-is the concatenation of the
strings defined by each member.
The string defined by a terminal symbol is the symbol itself. The set of strings defined by a
non-terminal symbol is the set defined by the rule with that symbol as right hand side.

Definition 4.4 (language) The language £(G) of a grammar G =

(N,T,~,R)

is the set of

strings defined by the start rule.
Note that the language of a gramma.r may be an infinite set. In fact, the language defined by
the grammar

9

above is an infinite oue:

leg) = {"hello", " goodbye" ,
"BEGIN
"BEGIN
"BEGIN
"BEGIN
"BEGIN

hello;
hello ;
goodbye
goodbye
hello ;

goodbye END",
hello END",
; hello END",
; goodbye END",
hello ; goodbye END",

}
10

4.2

Schema representation with grammars

We will now generate a list of grammar rules from a GOOD schema. The generation algorithm
can be found in appendix C. The list consists of several main parts. The initial rules
represent the overall structure of an instance representation. The right hand side of the node
enu1nemtion rule enlists all alternative node descriptions. For each node label, a set of four
node specific rules is generated. For printable node labels, the node specific rules contain
a gramma.r rule representing 1r; for each non-printable node label, the production rules of
P concerning that label are represented in a grammar rule. Finally, a set of edge rules is
generated. Each edge rule represents an edge label and the end node's label.

initial rnles The list starts with a rule that specifies that an instance is represented by a
list of node descriptions:
instance:

II

[II

J

node description list

J

II] II .

The syntax of a node description list is described in the following rule:
node description list:

11(11,

11(",

node description,
node description,

1\

, ,
fl

node description list.

In appendix C, T represents the rule list containing these two initial rules.

node enumeration rule Furthermore, we need a grammar rule describing which kinds of
node may appear. This rule enlists all possible node descriptions in an instance representation.
In the family example of figure 2, this rule is:
node description: P description;
SP description;
N description.
The right hand side of the general form of this rule is given by Eo( POLu NPOL), enumerating
all object labels in non-terminal symbols.

node specific rules Grammar rules have to be generated for each alternative of node
description. They aTe generated by 9 POL for printable nodes, and 9 NPOL for non-printable
ones. In the family example, 9 POL( {N}) generates:
N description: N identifier, 11: II J II [II J NJ IIJ II •
N: IIBrian ll ; "Cindyll; !1Glenda!1; "Hester"; "Jim"; IIPeter ll •
N identifier: liN II , I I _ I I , identifier.
N identifier list: N identifier;
N identifier, " II N identifier list.

11

Each group of node specific rules contains the rules for identifiers and identifier lists. They
are given by the functions io and i1 in appendix C.
For printable node labels, the node specific rules contain a rule that enumerates the print
labels for nodes with that label. The set of print labels for printable nodes with label I is
given by the print mapping 7r. The function [a enlists this set.
The node specific rules for non-printable node labels contain a rule that enumerates all possible
edges for nodes with certain non-printable node label. In the example, these rules are:
P: P name N, P children SP.
SP: SP member P.

In general, these rules consist of a left hand side that specifies the object label of the start
node, and a right hand side specifying aU possible edges. The production function P gives
for each non-printable object label I a function which gives the node label of end nodes of
edges starting at nodes with label l. The function [, transforms such a function into a list of
alternatives.
The list of rules generated for non-printable nodes is given by 9NPOL.

edge rules FinaUy, a list. of rules has to be generated which represents all possible edges
occurring in a GOOD instance. All possible node-edge combinations are encoded in the
production function P, which is a function mapping node labels to edge functions. Each
edge function is a set of pairs (e, n), with e an edge label and n the label of end nodes for
edges wit.h label e. The funct.ion 9 f transforms an edge function into a list. of grammar
rules belonging to the same node label. In the example, the edge function of node label
P is {(name,N), (children,SP)}, for SP the function is {(member,P)}. These functions are
transformed into:
SP member P:
"(",

rr

member l1

,

II [II,

P identifier list

t

IIJ II,

11)11.

P name N: ;
11(11,

II

name II

t

N identifier,

11)11.

P children SP:
"(11

J

11children", SP identifier,

11>11.

Note t.hat each of these rules cont.ains a·n empty alternative, specifying that an edge with the
appropriate label is not necessarily present on each node with the correct label.
The list of edge rules belonging to one node label I is obtained by 9 f. The list of all grammar
rules representing P can be obtained by 9p.
Finally, the gralnmariza.tion of a. schema S
ated print mapping 7r is defined by 9(S).

(NPOL, POL, FEL, NFEL, P) with associ-
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An implementation model for GOOD

In the previous section we have seen that a certain schema S = (NPOL, POL, FEL, NFEL,
P) can be represented in a grammar by the function 9. This function gives a list of grammar
rules for S. We have also seen tha,t such a list could be represented in a string, and that it
represents the grammar correctly. In this section we will go yet another step further: we will
generate all grammars representing GOOD schemas by a meta grammar M. This grammar
wiII function as an implementation model for GOOD, because it specifies the same as does
GOOD: what are GOOD schemas, and which instance graphs belong to which schemas. 3 The
definition of M can be found in appendix D.
The grammar generated by AI consists of several groups of rules. The first group is the same
for each grammar: the grammar part specifying the initial rules I already mentioned in the
previous section. Next, a rule enumerating all possible node specifications is needed. After
that, there are node specific rules and edge rules. They are generated by the following rules:
schema grammar: initial rules,
node enumeration rule,
node specific rules,
edge rules.

The initial rules are the start rule and a rule specifying the form of a node description list.
The grammar rules generated by the initial rules only is:
instance: I' [ " , node description list, II] II •
node description list: 11(11, node description,
11(1'
node description,
J

11)11;
")" J

I'

, , node description list.
II

The node enumeration rule is the first one that is depending on the schema. In the example
schema of section 2, the meta grammar rules node enumeration rule, description member
list and description member generate:
node description: P description;
SP description;
N description.
The node description syntax rule describes how a node description of a node with certain label
looks like: it starts with a,n identifier, followed by a colon, followed by the node's semantics
between square brackets. In the family example one such rule exists for nodes with label N:
N description: N identifier, II: II, 'I ['I

J

N

J

IIJ I'.

Note that the item node label in the rule node description syntax occurs three times,
and that it is important that each time it occurs in one and the same node description rule
3The GOOD transformation language operators~queryingj browsing, restructuring and updating-are not
considered here.
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it should be the same one. Therefore, we have to add a, context condition specifying that
node label is one and the same.
The rules of the schema grammar that specify node semantics depend on whether the node
label is printable or non-printable. In case it is a printable label, the rule specifies all possible
print labels for nodes with that label. In the family example there is such a rule for nodes
with label N:

In case the node label is non-printable, the rule has to specify which edges may be connected
to nodes with that label. In the example we have such rules for labels P and SP:
P: P name N, P children SP.
SP: SP member P.
The identifier rules specify how identifiers and identifier lists of llOdes with certain node label
look like. In the family schema we have for instance:
N identifier: IIN", 11_'1, identifier.

N identifier list: N identifier;
N identifier)

II, ",

N identifier list.

The first rule specifies that an identifier of a node with label N starts with the node label
and an underscore. The second rule specifies how a list of node identifiers with the same
node label looks like. For the meta grammar rules identifier rule and identifier list
rule, we must again be aware of the fact that the node labels in the schema grammar rules
generated by these meta granuna,r rules should be the same per rule. This gives another
context condition.
The context condition for edge list is that the node labels of edge specifications occurring
first are the same in one edge list. In one node specific group of schema grammar rules,
all node labels occurring there should be the same.
Edge rules all look the same: they only differ in the left hand side and in the description of
end nodes. For the meta grammar rule end node description, we also have to specify the
context condition that the node label occurring first in the edge specification of an edge rule
should be the same as the one occurring in the end node description of the same edge rule.

6

Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have described how to represent GO OD instances by strings, and how such
instance representations can be generated by schema grammars. Furthermore, we have given
a function that derives a schema grammar from a GOOD schema. Thus, we obtained an
implementation model for GOOD instances and schemas. Next, we gave a meta grammar
that generates schema grammars. Because the meta grammar is context-free, it does generate grammaTs that do not represent correct GOOD schemas. The next step we have to take
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therefore, is the addition of context conditions to the meta grammar, as sketched in section
5. After this has been done, the meta grammar forms an implementation model for the static
part of GOOD: we did not yet consider the part of the GOOD model concerning querying,
browsing, restructuring and updating-the dynamic part.
The implementation model for GOOD schemas can be extended with constraints. This can
be done by representing them as context conditions in the schema grammar. It will be the
major topic of future research.
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A

Instance representation

The representation of a GOOD instance I

= (N, E) is

defined by:

R(I) = R' ([ (I))
R'([no, ... ,n m]) = [Rn(no), ... , Rn(n m )]
Rn«

n,[] » = <i(n) : print(n) >, ifn printable, else Rn«
Rn« n, I» = <i(n) : Rdl) >

n,[]

» = <i(n)

[]>

RI([eO, ... , en]) = [R,(eo) , ... ,Re( en) ]
Re( < I, id(n) » = < I i(n) >, for n a node;
Re« I,[id(no), ... ,id(n m )] » = <I [i(no), ... ,;(nm ) ]>, for no, ... ,nm nodes.
[(( {no, . .. , n m }, E)) = [hd,tl], with {no, . .. , n m } a set of nodes, and E a set of edges, and
hd =< ni, [e(S(ni, E)) >, tl = [(( {no, ... , n m }
[e =

C 0 fe', with

0

-

{ni}, E)), and Vj : ei :S ej.

function composition.

C([< 10 , no >, ... , < lq, nq >]) = [< l~, mo >, ... , < I~, mp >], with p:S q,
k, or 111i = [njl"'" njJ and Va,b'Sp : a # b =} l~ -=f lb'

[e'(0)

mi

=

nk

for some

= [ ].

[e'({eo, ... ,en }) = [< li,ni > [e'({eo, ... ,e n }
n, Ij, nj > edges with start node n.
Sen, {eo,.·., em}) = {ei

I ei =<

-

{ei})], with Vj: ei:S ej, and

id(n), Ii, ni >}, with {eo, ... , em} a set of edges.
1.5

ej

=<

B

Language of a grammar

The language L( G) of a grammar G = (N, T, E, R) is the set of strings defined by:

L( G) = L,( < E, r

L,«

I,r

L.4([hd

», for

the start rule < E, r >.

» = LA(r), with < I,r >

t~)

a rule of R.

= {La(hd)}UL.4(tl), hda member list, tland [hdt~ alternative lists, L.4([J) =

0.

La([hd t~) = Lm(hd) 0 La(tI);
L a([.,,]) = Lm(X);
La([]) ="".
Lm(n) = L,.« n,r », for some rule < n,r >, n E N;
Lm(t) = t, with t E T.

= 0"10'2, if 0'1

and (12 are strings;
{0'1' ... , an} = {aOCT1,' .. , aoun }, aD a string;
{0'11' .. , un} 0 0"0 = {a1 (To, ... , UnO'a}, 0"0 a string;
and {O'o, ... , am} 0 {POl' .. , Pn} =:;: {(TOPO, ... , (TOPn,· .. , O'mPn}.

0'100'2

aD

C

0

Schema representation with grammars

The gramm ariz at ion of a GOOD schema S = (NPOL, POL, FEL, NFEL, P) with associated
print mapping 7r is defined by:

9(S) = Io[< nodeudescription, Ei(POLuNPOL) >J09POL(POL)09NPOL(NPOL)09p(P),
with

0

list concatenation;

9p( {(lo, Ito)' ... , (In, It,,)}) = Q J(lo, Ito)

0

9p( {(It, It!),· .. , (ln, fi,,)})

9 J(1, {( eo, 10), ... , (en, In)}) = [eJo 9 J(I, He\, II), ... , (en, In)}), with
e =< lueou1o, [[ J, ["(11 ,!leoll, louidentifier ,11>1']] >, if eo E FEL;
e =< lu€ou1o, [[], ["(11 ,"eo" ," [11 ,louidentifierulist ,IIJ II ,1I)11)] >, if eo E NFEL;
9 NPOL({lo, ... , In}) = [1'(/ 0), e( lo),io( 10), 'I (lo)J 0 9 NPOL( {II, ... , In});
e(l) =< I, [s(l, P(/)) >.

9 POL({ 10, ... ,In}) = [1'(10), v(/o), ;0(10), 'I (lo)J 0 9 POLe {II, ... , In});
p(l) =< ludescription,[[luidentifier,'l:t1, lI[n ,l,I1JIIJJ >;
v(/) =< l,£a(7r(l)) >
[a({po,···,Pn})

= [po,···,PnJ

io(l) =< luidentifier, [["lll,"_",identifier]] >
16

i1 (I)

=< luidentifierulist, [[luidentifierJ, [Iuidentifier," ,", luidentifierulistJ] >

EI( {Io, ... , In}) = [["<", loudescription, ">"J] 0 EI( {lb ... , In})

I

= [<instance, [[" [II ,nodeudescriptionulist,"] "]] >,
< nodeudescriptionulist, [[ 11(" ,nodeudescription,")rt
[U(",nodeudescription, 11)11, 11,11, nodeudescriptionulist]]

D

>J

Meta grammar

schema grammar: initial rules,
node enumeration rule,
node specific rules,

edge rules.
initial rules: start rule, node description list rule.
start rule:

II

instance:

IIII ["11,

node description list

J

IIIIJ 1111 • II •

node description list rule:
"node description list: 1111(1111 J node description, 1111)'111;", netlline,
111111(1111,
node description, 1111)111., 1111,1111, node description list.II,
node enumeration rule: IInade description: 11

J

I'

description member list J

description member list: description member;
description member, ";11

..

description member list.

description member: node label ... descriptionll.

node label: identifier.
node specific rules: node specific group;
node specific group, node specific rules.
node specific group: node description syntax,
node description semantics,

identifier rules.
node description syntax: node label, " description: ",
node label,
identifier,
node label, ", 1111]1111.11.
II

1111.1111

1111 ["11,

II

node description semantics: printable node description rule;

non-printable node description rule.
printable node description rule: node label, ":", print label list,
print label list: print label;
print label,

I I . II J

II

print label list.

print label: string.
non-printable node description rule: node label,

17

. , edge list,

11.11

II

II

II

identifier rules: identifier rule, identifier list rule.
identifier rule: node label,

II

identifier:

till II !! ,

node label, 111111 1'1111_111111, identifier. II
identifier list rule: node label, " identifier list: ",

,

node label, /I identifier; 'I
node label, .. identifier, 111111,111111,
node label II identifier list. II •
J

II

J

edge list: edge specification;
edge specification, 11;11, edge list.
edge specification: node label, edge label, node label.
edge label: identifier.
edge rules: edge rule;
edge rule, edge rules.
edge rule: edge specification, t1: 1111(111', 111111 edge label,
end node description, I I , 1111]1111, "1'>'111.11,
end node description: node label, II identifier ll ;
node label J 11 identifier list".
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